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Abstract

Introduction. There is a strong association between the occurrence of cardiovascular disease (CVD) and low socioeconomic status (SES). It is interesting to consider whether high dietary glycaemic load (GL) is also associated with low SES
or demographic factors.
Objective. The aim of the study is to assess the relationship between dietary GL and demographic, socio-economic and
lifestyle factors in a selected population of Polish adults in Lower Silesia.
Materials and method. The study group consisted of 2,025 Polish adults (aged 35–70 years), enrolled in the 1st stage
of the Prospective Urban Rural Epidemiological (PURE) study. Nutritional data were collected using a food frequency
questionnaire (FFQ), which was developed and validated for the Polish population in Lower Silesia. The overall GL of each
diet was computed as a sum of GL values of consumed foods.
Results. Significantly higher GL and GL/1,000 kcal were observed in the diets of males compared to females and in the diets
of rural compared to urban inhabitants. An adverse relationship between both GL and GL/1,000 kcal and level of education
was found. The percentage of females, urban inhabitants, people with university education and not married decreased with
quartiles of the overall dietary GL and GL/1,000 kcal. The percentage of former smokers, people who never used alcohol
and people with low and moderate physical activity decreased with quartiles of GL and GL/1,000 kcal. Lower percentage
of individuals aged 44–64 years was observed with quartiles of the overall dietary GL.
Conclusions. Factors such as: male gender, rural place of residence, low level of education and smoking determine the
group of people that is the most exposed on the effects of improper nutrition, according to the low quality and/or high
amount of carbohydrates defined by GL and GL per 1,000 kcal.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is one of the major cause of
death worldwide. In Poland in 2015, total deaths amounted
to 102.7 per 10,000 population and CVD accounted for 45.7%
of all deaths [1]. It is well established that low birth weight is
a risk factor for insulin resistance, diabetes, dyslipidaemia
or hypertension during the life-course, which increases the
risk of CVD development [2]. Nonetheless, this risk may
be additionally affected by modified lifestyle factors (such
as unhealthy diet, sedentary lifestyle, smoking, alcohol
consumption) or socio-economic status (SES) during life-
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course [3]. Based on a review of the literature, Kaplan and
Keil [4] and Glymour [2] described in details why factors
associated with low SES can be related to cardiovascular
health. In the 10-year follow-up observation a consistent
reverse relation between the socio-economic status and the
incidence of CVD was observed [5]. Other authors found
that 10-year risk of developing CVD increased significantly
with age, and was higher among people with a low level
of education and in households with low income [6]. An
increased risk of myocardial infarction and coronary
heart disease among residents from low socio-economic
neighbourhoods was found by Carlsson et al [7]. In a study
conducted in a randomly selected Polish population, higher
socio-economic status was related to a decreased risk of
CVD [8]. In Poland, differences in CVD mortality also
depend on place of residence. In 2015, CVD accounted
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beginning of the study. The study was approved by the Polish
Ethics Committee (No. KB-443/2006, No. KB-566/2017).
Nutritional data were collected using a food frequency
questionnaire (FFQ), which was developed and validated
for the population of Lower Silesia from the Polish section of
the PURE study [18]. The FFQ included 154 typical products
and dishes consumed in Poland and the nutritional value of
the diets was computed using the Polish “Food Composition
Tables” [19]. A detailed description of the FFQ analysis has
been published previously [20].
The total GL of each diet was computed as a sum of GL
values of consumed food. Glycaemic load of food product
was estimated based on the digestible carbohydrate content
in the individual portion and the GI values of this product,
according to the following formula: GL = [digestible
carbohydrate content in the portion of food (g) × GI]/100.
Data of digestible carbohydrate content in food were taken
from the “Food Composition Tables” [19]. Data of the GI
values of foods were taken from the international tables
because there is no such Polish database [21, 22, 23]. The
GL values of typical Polish dishes which do not exist in
international tables were calculated using recipes described in
the “Food Composition Tables” [19]. As dietary GL strongly
depends not only on the content of carbohydrate in the diet,
but also on the energy intake, both the overall dietary GL and
GL per 1,000 kcal were assessed. Although there are many
factors that can influence the glycaemic response in each
individual, such as meal composition, culinary techniques
or individual metabolism, the methodology of the estimation
of dietary GL in epidemiological studies is based on the
tabular data.
Demographic factors included: gender, age (≤44-years
old, 45–64-years old and >64 years old), place of residence
(urban, rural), marital status (currently married vs. others:
never married, divorced, widowed, living with partner or
separated). Among the socio-economic factors discussed
in this study is included the level of education (elemenary/
unknown, trade, secondary/high school or university).
Lifestyle factors assessed were: smoking status (never smoked,
formerly smoked, current smoker), alcohol consumption
(never drank, former drinker, current drinker) and physical
activity (PA) level (low <600 MET-minutes/week, moderate
600–3,000 MET-minutes/week, high >3,000 MET-minutes/
week). PA level was calculated using the International
Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ).
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for 48.2% of all deaths in rural and 44.1% in urban areas
[1]. In Poland, in rural compared to urban areas, there is a
higher percentage of poverty and registered unemployment
which may affect these differences [9, 10]. Moreover the
proportion of income spent on food is higher (even if the
absolute expenditure on food is lower) in rural than urban
households, which may also be a result of the differences in
income between these communities [11]. However Glymour
et al. [2] described that not only individual and community
factors, but also national socio-economic conditions may
independently predict the development of conventional risk
factors and CVD.
One of the most important modifiable CVD risk factors
is unhealthy diet. There are many determinants that are
used to describe the quality of the diet in the context of its
role in the development of CVD, e.g. energy intake from
proteins, carbohydrates, fats and fatty acids, or dietary intake
of selected nutrients, including cholesterol, dietary fibre and
antioxidant vitamins. In recent years, also dietary glycaemic
load (GL) has been considered an important factor associated
with the development of CVD. Glycaemic load is calculated
based on the glycaemic index (GI) of food and the available
carbohydrate content in the portion of the consumed food
[12]. Results of many studies have proved that high dietary
GL may increase the risk of CVD [13, 14, 15].
Due to the strong association between the occurrence of
CVD, low SES and demographic factors, it is interesting to
consider whether high dietary GL, as a diet quality predictor,
may by also associated with these factors.
OBJECTIVE

The aim of the study is to assess the relationship between
dietary glycaemic load and selected demographic, socioeconomic and lifestyle factors in a selected population of
Polish adults in Lower Silesia.
MATERIALS AND METHOD

The study group consisted of Polish adults who participated in
the 1st stage of the Prospective Urban Rural Epidemiological
(PURE) study, which was conducted in a group of individuals
aged 35–70 years from 17 low-income, middle-income, and
high-income counties. The main objective of the PURE study
was to examine the relationship between social influences and
the prevalence of risk factors and chronic non-communicable
diseases. A detailed description of the PURE study has been
published previously [16, 17].
The first stage of the Polish arm of the PURE study was
conducted between 2007–2009. Individuals were recruited to
the study through radio and television announcements. The
participants were volunteers who met the inclusion criteria:
age 35–70 years, permanent place of residence in Wroclaw
or surrounding villages located in Lower Silesia, and daily
energy intake 500–4000 kcal. Among the 2,025 individuals
recruited to the study females accounted for 63.0%, urban
inhabitants – 59.3%, people who were married – 74.3%, while
people with university or secondary education – 29.8% and
39.3%, respectively. The mean age in the study group was
54.5 ± 9.8 years (females 54.6 ± 9.7 years, males 54.3 ± 10.0
years). All volunteers signed an informed consent form at the

Statistical analysis. Relationship between the overall dietary
GL and GL/1,000 kcal and nutrient content in the diets of the
study group was assessed with Spearman’s rank correlation.
To examine differences in the overall dietary GL and
GL/1,000 kcal according to demographic, socio-economic
and lifestyle factors, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
adjusted for potential confounding variables was used.
Potential confounders were: gender, age, place of residence,
body mass index (BMI) and energy intake (only in the case
of overall dietary GL). Relationships between the quartiles of
the dietary GL and GL/1,000 kcal and demographic, socioeconomic and lifestyle factors in the study population were
assessed with the Chi-square test for trend. Statistical analysis
were performed using Statistica software version 12.0 PL
(Statsoft Inc., USA). The level of statistical significance was
set at α=0.05.
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Correlation between the overall dietary GL and GL/1,000
kcal and nutrient content in the diets of the study group is
presented in Table 1. There was a strong correlation between
the overall dietary GL and daily energy intake (r=0.88), as
well as the intake of carbohydrates (r=0.92), total sugars
(r=0.76), protein (r=0.74), fats (r=0.70) and dietary fibre

(r=0.67). For GL/1,000 kcal, a strong positive correlation
was observed only with the percentage of energy from
carbohydrates (r=0.68), while moderate negative correlation
was observed with the percentage of energy from fats
(r=-0.54) and protein (r=-0.42).
Table 2 shows the association between dietary GL and
GL/1,000 kcal and demographic, socioeconomic and lifestyle
factors adjusted for the confounding variables. Significantly

Table 1. Correlation between overall dietary glycaemic load and glycaemic load per 1,000 kcal and nutrient content in the diets of the study group
Q1

Nutrient

Q2

Q3

Q4

Overall GL

r*

69.5±15.0

106.2±9.2

138.4±10.3

194.6±37.4

-

1297.5±289.4

1811.7±302.3

2252.0±339.4

3003.9±669.7

0.88

Protein (g)

51.6±15.2

69.5±17.7

83.9±18.6

108.7±31.6

0.74

Protein (% E)

15.9±2.5

15.2±2.1

14.8±1.7

14.4±1.9

-0.24

Fats (g)

47.8±16.4

64.8±20.3

82.4±24.3

106.9±33.3

0.70

Fats (% E)

32.7±6.2

31.6±5.6

32.4±5.8

31.6±5.1

-0.03

GL

Energy (kcal)

169.7±36.9

244.0±30.4

301.3±36.0

412.6±87.4

0.92

Carbohydrates (% E)

49.6±6.8

51.4±6.3

51.2±5.9

52.5±5.5

0.14

Fibre (g)

20.9±6.7

28.6±7.7

33.2±9.1

43.7±14.7

0.67

Sugar total (g)

55.6±19.6

78.9±23.1

99.3±25.6

143.4±45.2

0.76

Carbohydrates (g)

GL/1,000 kcal

GL/1,000 kcal

48.5±4.6

57.4±1.9

63.7±1.9

72.6±4.8

-

Energy (kcal)

1971.2±773.0

2123.8±811.5

2177.8±767.2

2091.3±664.0

0.09

Protein (g)

80.5±32.8

81.0±31.9

79.5±29.9

72.7±24.4

-0.08

Protein (% E)

16.4±2.4

15.3±1.9

14.6±1.7

13.9±1.6

-0.42

Fats (g)

80.9±36.2

79.5±35.8

75.9±30.6

65.5±24.9

-0.15

Fats (% E)

36.4±5.5

33.1±5.0

31.0±4.4

27.9±4.2

-0.54

236.4±92.2

278.2±102.0

302.2±104.0

310.7±97.6

0.30

Carbohydrates (% E)

45.3±4.9

49.9±4.7

52.8±4.4

56.7±4.5

0.68

Fibre (g)

29.4±12.2

32.4±13.5

33.0±13.5

31.6±12.5

0.08

Sugar total (g)

76.8±37.9

92.9±42.9

102.6±46.7

104.7±42.9

0.26

Carbohydrates (g)

GL – glycaemic load; Q1,2,3,4 – quartiles 1,2,3,4; %E – percent of energy; * r – Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient – bold values are statistically significant

Table 2. Association between overall dietary GL and GL/1,000 kcal and demographic, socio-economic and lifestyle factors in the study group

Socio-economic and lifestyle factors

Gender

Age

Place of residence

Education level

Marital status

Smoking status

Alcohol consumption

Physical activity

GL
X (95% CI)

Men (n=749)

129.0 (127.6–130.4)

Women (n=1276)

126.6 (125.5–127.6)

≤44 y.o. (n=354)

130.7 (128.6–132.8)

44–64 y.o. (n=1349)

128.9 (127.8–129.9)

>64 y.o. (n=322)

129.1 (127.0–131.3)

Urban (n=1200)

126.9 (125.8–128.0)

Rural (n=825)

131.9 (130.5–133.2)

Elementary/unknown (n=302)

132.2 (129.7–134.6)

Trade (n=324)

130.5 (128.3–132.8)

Secondary/high school (n=796)

128.8 (127.4–130.2)

University (n=603)

126.9 (125.1–128.8)

Married (n=1504)

125.7 (124.6–126.7)

Others* (n=521)

124.8 (123.1–126.5)

Never used (n=957)

128.0 (126.7–129.3)

Formely used (n=643)

126.2 (124.7–127.8)

Currently uses (n=425)

127.2 (125.3–129.1)

Never used (n=452)

130.8 (128.9–132.6)

Formely used (n=207)

129.4 (126.7–132.1)

Currently uses (n=1366)

128.0 (126.9–129.1)

Low and moderate (n=574)

123.5 (121.9–125.1)

High (n=1293)

124.2 (123.1–125.3)

p

0.0077

GL/1,000 kcal
X (95% CI)

61.2 (60.5–61.9)
60.1 (59.6–60.7)

P

0.0129

61.2 (60.2–62.2)

Ns

60.6 (60.1–61.1)

Ns

60.7 (59.7–61.7)

<0.0001

59.3 (58.8–59.9)
62.3 (61.7–63.0)

<0.0001

62.4 (61.3–63.6)

<0.0001

61.4 (60.4–62.5)
60.6 (59.9–61.3)

0.0038

59.6 (58.7–60.4)

Ns

60.6 (60.1–61.1)

Ns

60.0 (59.2–60.8)
60.9 (60.3–61.5)

Ns

60.3 (59.6–61.0)

Ns

60.6 (59.7–61.5)
61.7 (60.8–62.5)

0.0363

60.7 (59.5–62.0)

0.0422

60.3 (59.8–60.9)

Ns

60.0 (59.2–60.7)
60.5 (60.0–61.0)

GL – glyceamic load; X (95% CI) – mean (95% confidence interval); Ns – no statistically significant difference; * never married, divorced, widowed, living with partner or separated
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DISCUSSION
The presented study assesses the relationship between dietary
glycaemic load and selected demographic, socioeconomic
and lifestyle factors in the group of Lower Silesia inhabitants.
Glycaemic load is one of the parameters that can be used to
describe the quality of the diet in view of its importance in
maintaining health. The results of numerous studies have
shown that high GI and/or high GL diets may increase the
risk of type 2 diabetes [24], cardiovascular disease [13, 14, 15],
metabolic syndrome [25] and cancer [26, 27] development.
On the other hand, many authors have proved that higher
diet quality was associated with higher socio-economic
status, including such determinants as: income, working
status, marital status, and level of education [28, 29, 30,
31]. A previous study conducted in Poland also showed a
relationship between gender, age and level of education, and
the nutritional value of the diets [32].
Dietary glycaemic load is a value that strongly correlates
with the energy and macronutrient intake and therefore
many authors propose to adjust GL for total energy intake
[26, 23–37]. However some authors discuss the results of their
studies only with reference to the overall dietary glycaemic
load [38, 39]. The current study presents the relationships
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higher GL and GL/1,000 kcal were observed in the diets of
females compared to males and in the diets of rural compared
to urban inhabitants. An adverse relationship between both
GL and GL/1,000 kcal and level of education was found.
There was also a significant relationship between alcohol
consumption and glycaemic load of a diet. No significant
differences between GL and GL/1,000 kcal and other studied
factors were observed.
Tables 3 and 4 show the relationship between the overall
dietary GL and GL/1,000 kcal and demographic, socioeconomic and lifestyle factors in the study population.
The percentage of females, urban inhabitants, people with
university education and not married decreased with quartiles
of the overall dietary GL and GL/1,000 kcal. Lower percentage
of former smokers, people who never drank alcohol and
people with low and moderate physical activity level was
also observed with an increase of both GL and GL/1,000 kcal
quartiles. Moreover, a lower percentage of individuals aged
44–64 years was observed with an increase of the overall
dietary GL quartiles.

Table 3. Relationship between overall dietary glycaemic load and demographic, socio-economic and lifestyle factors in the study population
Socio-economic and lifestyle factors

Overall GL

Q2

Q3

Q4

Men (n=749)

32.5%

36.8%

39.6%

38.9%

Women (n=1276)

67.5%

63.2%

60.4%

61.0%

≤44 y.o. (n=354)

15.6%

15.8%

18.5%

20.0%

0.0355

44–64 y.o. (n=1349)

71.2%

67.2%

64.7%

63.4%

0.0059

>64 y.o. (n=322)

13.2%

17.0

16.8%

16.6%

Ns

Urban (n=1200)

78.9%

66.2%

46.8%

45.3%

Rural (n=825)

21.1%

33.8%

53.3%

54.7%

Elementary/unknown (n=302)

8.7%

12.9%

19.5%

18.8%

<0.0001

Trade (n=324)

40.2%

41.1%

37.1%

38.7%

Ns

Secondary/high school (n=796)

11.6%

13.6%

18.5%

20.2%

<0.0001

University (n=603)

39.5%

32.4%

24.9%

22.3%

<0.0001

Married (n=1504)

67.5%

76.7%

76.9%

76.3%

Others* (n=521)

32.5%

23.3%

23.1%

23.7%

Never used (n=957)

46.4%

45.5%

49.9%

47.2%

Ns

Former smokers (n=643)

33.8%

35.0%

29.4%

28.9%

0.0274

Current smokers (n=425)

19.8%

19.6%

20.7%

23.9%

Ns

Never smoked (n=452)

68.2%

71.5%

66.3%

63.8%

0.0493

Formerly used (n=207)

9.7%

9.3%

10.1%

11.9%

Ns

Currently uses (n=1366)

22.1%

19.2%

23.7%

24.3%

Ns

Low and moderate (n=574)

39.5%

33.3%

26.9%

23.0%

High (n=1293)

60.6%

66.7%

73.1%

77.0%

Gender

Age

P trend

Q1

0.0215

Place of residence

<0.0001

Education level

Marital status

Smoking status

Alcohol consumption

0.0021

Physical activity

<0.0001

GL – glycaemic load; Q1,2,3,4 – quartiles 1,2,3,4; Ns – no statistically significant difference
* never married, divorced, widowed, living with partner or separated
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Table 4. Relationship between dietary glycaemic load per 1,000 kcal and demographic, socio-economic and lifestyle factors in the study population
GL/1,000 kcal

P trend
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Socio-economic and lifestyle factors

Gender

Age

Place of residence

Education level

Marital status

Smoking status

Alcohol consumption

Physical activity

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Men (n=749)

34.7%

36.0%

34.6%

42.6%

Women (n=1276)

65.3%

64.0%

65.4%

57.4%

≤44 y.o. (n=354)

16.6%

13.4%

20.8%

19.1%

0.0468

44–64 y.o. (n=1349)

67.5%

68.6%

66.2%

64.3%

Ns

>64 y.o. (n=322)

16.0%

18.0%

13.0%

16.6%

Ns

Urban (n=1200)

71.2%

60.5%

52.0%

53.5%

Rural (n=825)

28.8%

39.5%

48.0%

46.6%

Elementary/unknown (n=302)

10.5%

15.0%

15.6%

18.7%

Trade (n=324)

42.6%

39.7%

37.9%

36.9%

Ns

Secondary/high school (n=796)

12.2%

13.4%

19.4%

18.9%

0.0003

University (n=603)

34.7%

31.8%

27.1%

25.4%

0.0003

Married (n=1504)

71.2%

73.7%

73.5%

78.9%

Others* (n=521)

28.9%

26.3%

26.5%

21.1%

Never smoked (n=957)

44.4%

47.2%

52.3%

45.2%

Ns

Formerly smoked (n=643)

35.5%

35.4%

25.7%

30.4%

0.0069

Currently uses (n=425)

20.1%

17.4%

22.0%

24.5%

0.0296

Never smoked (n=452)

71.4%

67.8%

65.0%

65.7%

0.0317

0.0201

<0.0001
0.0003

0.0079

Formely used (n=207)

9.9%

9.9%

9.5%

11.6%

Ns

Currently uses (n=1366)

18.7%

22.3%

25.5%

22.7%

Ns

Low and moderate (n=574)

36.9%

31.2%

26.3%

28.4%

High (n=1293)

63.1%

68.8%

73.7%

71.6%

0.0014

GL – glycaemic load; Q1,2,3,4 – quartiles 1,2,3,4; Ns – no statistically significant difference
* never married, divorced, widowed, living with partner or separated;

between demographic, socio-economic and selected lifestyle
factors and both the overall GL and GL per 1,000 kcal.
In the studied group of Polish adults, higher GL and
GL/1,000 kcal were noted in the diets of females compared
to males and in the diets of rural compared to urban dwellers.
The percentage of females and urban inhabitants decreased
with quartiles of dietary GL. Based on the data from the
Central Statistical Office in Poland, the average monthly
consumption of carbohydrate food products per capita in 2010
was much higher in households of farmers than in the overall
population [40]. Bread and cereal consumption amounted
to 8.48 kg in households of farmers while in the overall
population – 7.05 kg. The average monthly consumption of
potatoes amounted to 7.10 and 4.88 kg per capita, respectively.
Moreover, the average monthly consumption of sugar,
jam, honey, chocolate and confectionery was also higher
in households of farmers (2.35 kg per capita) than in the
overall population (1.77 kg per capita). The results of the
current study appear to be consistent with these observations.
Although the differences in food consumption between rural
and urban communities in Poland decreased in recent years
they still remain noticeable. Rural inhabitants compared to
urban consumed more grains, potatoes, sugar, honey and
sweets [11]. These are products that may affect the dietary
GL the most, because they are usually the main source of
carbohydrates in the daily diet.
In the study group, the percentage of individuals aged 44–
64 years decreased with quartiles of the overall dietary GL
and the percentage of individuals aged ≤ 44 years increased
with quartiles of the overall GL and GL/1,000 kcal. Other
authors observed different relationships between age and

dietary glycaemic load. In the study conducted by Krishnan
et al. [35], the youngest participants of the Black Females’s
Health Study were in the 5th quintile of energy-adjusted
GL. De la Fuente-Arrillaga [39] found that the youngest
participants of the SUN project were in the 4th quintile of GL
(36.8±11.3 years) and the oldest were in 1st quintile (39.4±11.5
years). In the Health, Aging, and Body Composition Study
conducted among adults aged 70–79 years the opposite
association between age and GL was found [34].
The results of the presented study show an adverse
relationship between both GL and GL/1,000 kcal and the level
of education in the inhabitants of Lower Silesia. The percentage
of individuals with university education decreased with
quartiles of the overall dietary GL and GL/1,000 kcal. Levitan
et al. [33] in the group of Swedish females (45 – 79-years-old)
also found that higher energy-adjusted dietary GL was more
characteristic of those with lower than high school education
level. Sahyoun et al. [34] conducted a prospective cohort study
among 3,075 adults aged 70 – 79-years-old and observed a
lowered percentage of people who completed high school
with an increase of energy-adjusted GL quintiles. Sieri et al.
[36], however, observed a higher percentage of females and
males with education length ≥ 8 years with an increase of
energy-adjusted GL (quartile 1st vs. 4th: 40.6% vs. 46.2% and
49.8% vs. 53.5%, respectively).
In the current study, higher GL/1,000 kcal was associated
with a higher percentage of current smokers and with a
lower percentage of people who never drank alcohol. Other
authors observed different relationships between GL and
smoking. In the SUN project, higher GL was associated with
lower percentage of current and ex-smokers [39]. Levitan
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of the presented study, it can be
summarized that factors such as: male gender, rural place
of residence, low level of education and smoking determine
the group of people most exposed to the effects of improper
nutrition, according to the low quality and/or high intake
of carbohydrates defined by GL and GL per 1,000 kcal. This
group of people should be covered by medical care and receive
nutritional education about the proper selection of products
that are the sources of carbohydrates and other nutrients in
the diet. It appears that posters presenting principal nutrition
recommendations, i.e. Food Pyramid, might be hung in the
waiting rooms in healthcare clinics, and each patient who
comes to the clinic should receive a booklet about proper
nutrition, prepared previously by a qualified dietician.
General practitioners should always emphasize that noncommunicable disease are related to unhealthy diet, and
when necessary they should suggest a dietary consultation.
Moreover, in order to minimize the differences in sociodemographic factors in the future and increase the awareness
of the relationship between diet and health in the population,
it is recommended that nutrition education should be started
very early, even among children in kindergartens.
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et al. [33] also observed a lower percentage of current and
past smokers with the quartiles of energy-adjusted dietary
GL. On the other hand, higher energy-adjusted GL was
associated with a higher percentage of those who never
smoked [33]. Krishnan et al. [35] observed a higher percentage
of people who smoked ≥ 15 cigarettes/day in the 1st quintile
of energy-adjusted GL. Taking into account the association
between alcohol consumption and dietary GL, the results
are similar between authors. Levitan et al. [33] in a group
of Swedish females observed lower alcohol intake (g/day)
with increasing energy-adjusted dietary GL. Sahyoun et al.
[34] observed a lower percentage of people who declared
any alcohol consumption with higher energy-adjusted GL.
Also in the study conducted by Krishnan et al. [35], a lower
percentage of people who consumed ≥ 7 drinks/week was
associated with higher energy-adjusted GL. In the EPICOR
study higher energy-adjusted GL was associated with lower
percentage of females and males who consumed > 24 g of
alcohol/day, and with higher percentage of abstainers [36].
In the SUN project, there was no statistically significant
association between mean daily alcohol intake and GL [39].
This study shows a relationship between dietary GL and
selected demographic, socio-economic and lifestyle factors
in a group of Lower Silesia inhabitants. However, dietary
habits, as a component of a lifestyle, are the only aspect
that can be related to the socio-economic factors. Higher
SES, commonly understood as a higher education level and
income, is associated with higher earnings which can be spent
for better healthcare or healthier food. The financial aspect
is not the only reason why the SES is associated with CVD
risk. Socio-economic inequalities in health status can be also
explained by the behavioural differences. Another important
mechanism is that SES is associated with psychological
factors. Psychological stressors (e.g. social position, life stress,
poor working or living conditions) affect the functioning of
the body, causing anxiety or depression. This may activate
the sympathetic nervous system and hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal axis what leads to platelet activation, endothelial
dysfunction, hypertension, or even inflammation and
modification in the cardiac cellular electrophysiology [4].
Limitations and strengths of the study. The participants
were recruited from the province of Lower Silesia through
radio and television; therefore the studied group was not a
representative sample. Nevertheless, the strength is that the
study was conducted in a large group of more than 2,000
subjects. The question about income which would describe
more precisely the SES was not included. However, the
study was performed using standardized methods and a
region-specific food frequency questionnaire of good quality
validated for this study group. The FFQ were collected by
a trained staff. FFQ is a simple, cost-effective and timesaving method for assessment of the usual dietary intake.
All dietary assessment methods based on dietary records
or questionnaires have advantages and disadvantages;
however, the FFQ validated for the study population is the
most commonly used and suitable method in nutrition
epidemiology worldwide.
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